be a point realization, [12] , of the restriction of a to 3 (i/^) . In the case where G is abelian, the isotropy groups G x = {g^G: gx = x] are essentially constant, and the main technical difficulty in handling the general case is that these isotropy groups can vary drastically with x. In particular, it has been necessary to adapt the "Cohomology Lemma" of [10] to a context where the coefficient groups for cocycles vary from point to point over X\ this adaptation, while reasonably straight-forward, requires considerable preparation and has been treated in a separate paper, [16] , written with the specific needs of the present work in mind. With Ocneanu's Theorem, [14] , and this modified Cohomology Lemma at hand, our treatment parallels that of [10] for abelian groups quite closely.
As in [10] , we actually work with actions of the groupoid ^ = GxX on a single factor 0* rather than with actions of G on *J(, It is relevant only that & is amenable in the sense of [21] , and our main result is stated and proved in the context of actions of orbitally discrete measured ergodic groupoids, as in [6] , on semifinite, injective factors; the corresponding result for actions of discrete amenable groups on semifinite injective algebras is then derived as a Corollary, In view of the fact that non-amenable groups can have amenable actions on Lebesgue spaces, this groupoid point of view actually provides a proper generalization of the case of actions of amenable groups,,
The organization of the paper is as follows; in §1 we show precisely how the cocycle conjugacy problem for actions of G may be interpreted as a cocycle conjugacy problem for actions of the associated groupoids G X X. We then consider actions of a fixed ergodic, orbitally discrete groupoid ^ on a semifinite factor ^, define the invariants, and state the Main Theorem; our situation is somewhat more complicated than that of [10] in that we do not assume the existence of an invariant trace, and our invariant involves both the "characteristic invariant" of [10] , and a "module" for the action as in [2] . The space of invariants is analyzed in §2, using a "semidirect product decomposition", & =Jt?X\ s tf 9 of ^ as an "isotropy part" jf and a "principal part", Jf . Next, in §3, we show that all possible values of the invariants can occur for suitable actions of ^ ; in fact, to complete the proof, it is necessary to show that each of the invariants can be realized by an action which has an extra property. Techni-cally, this is the most complicated part of the paper, and uses the Gohomology Lemma in the construction. In §4 the proof of the Main Theorem is completed, using Ocneanu's Theorem and results on the stability at infinity of actions of discrete amenable groups, [14] , and the Cohomology Lemma, [16] , again. Finally in §5 we give some applications to the structure of von Neumann algebras associated to extensions of discrete amenable groups, and to the classification of coactions of discrete amenable groups on certain von Neumann algebras.
This work was conceived during the second author's visits to U.N. S. W, and A. N B U. in 1983, and gestated and delivered during the first author's visit to U. C. L 0 A 0 in 1984. Both authors are grateful to all Universities and Administrations involved in making the collaboration possible. § 0 0 2o Notation Terminology.
Throughout, G will denote a countable amenable group, Jl denotes a von Neumann algebra, and & a factor, both with separable preduals, [17] ; -^ denotes the injective factor of type Hi, and ^0,i denotes the injective factor of type !!«,. An action a of G on Jl is a homomorphism a\ geG-xXg-G Aut(.jf), where Aut(^) is the group of *-automorphisms of ^, equipped with the usual topology and standard Borel structure, [8] where r and s are the range and source maps respectively. Throughout, (X, v) denotes a standard measure space. Frequently, we will need to invoke the existence of Borel maps on X satisfing certain additional properties; typically, the existence of a suitable v-measurable map follows from a standard application of the von Neumann Measurable Selection Theorem, [17] and the existence of a suitable Borel map follows after deletion of a y-null set from X.
For the most part, we will omit the arguments involved, although we make an exception for Lemma 4. 3.
The reader is referred to [16] for details concerning Borel functors to Polish groups, and to [10] for further discussion and interpretation of the results. § 1. Group Actions, and Ancillary Actions of Groupoids Let a be an action of G on Jt\ a is said to be centrally ergodic if the restriction of a to the centre j/ of JH is ergodic. We consider only centrally ergodic actions. If jtf is atomic, a is induced from an action ft of some subgroup H of G on a factor ^, [19; Theorem 10.5] and the study of a is reduced to that of j8. Henceforth, we assume #0 is non-atomic, that Ji is semifinite and injective, [3] , and we let T denote a faithful, normal, semifinite trace on Ji. Let be the central decomposition of [df, r}, [17] ; since a is centrally ergodic, Jl is of type !", n = l, 2, . . . ,00, type Hi or type II*,, so that JK =<&(£)& with 9 a factor of type l n ,& = 3% or ^ = ^0,i> by [3] . As in [16] The proof is routine, and left to the reader ; the same result holds with "conjugate" replacing "cocycle-conjugate" throughout Also, note that if a and /3 are cocycle conjugate, (& a ,Va) is isomorphic to (»*»/.)• We now fix a (general) amenable, orbitally discrete, ergodic measured groupoid ( & , v) , and consider its actions on a semi-finite injective factor ^. Note that the "principal part" Jf of & "
for some r^^K is a hyperfinite equivalence relation on X^ by [21] and [5] ; also if is the "isotropy part" of ^, then the groups #,= {re^:r(r)=*(r)=*} are (almost) all amenable by [21] , These two facts are crucial to the entire theory. A slight modification of Lemma 2, 2 e 11 of [10] yields the existence of a Borel left inverse £eJf-*f(K) e & to the surjection /-e ^ -> (r (7-) , j (7*) ) , with f(kl) =r(*)r(0 Note A a is a homomorphism from ^ to R*, which is trivial unless & is of type Hoc. We let d a denote the cohomology class of A a^& (9, v, Rl) in If (9,v,R*) .
We now can state our main result. The "only if" part follows from a direct calculation which is left to the reader,, The converse will be accomplished in several parts* §2o The Structure of A(y>JfjT)
In this section, we generalize Lemma 2 0 3 0 17 of [10] , Let ( ^ , v) be an orbitally discrete, amenable measured groupoid 9 and let ^ = Jf XL^ as described in §1. Note that if Jf<\ Jf is as in [10] We now consider Z(tf,Jf, T) as defined in [10] . If (J, //) eZ(Jf , e/T, T) and Ae Jf, define (A*^, k*fjf) ^Z(H r(k}9 N r(n} , T) by
We say that (*, //) eZ(^f, ^ T) is Jf -invariant if Proof. Throughout this proof we will use g, h for elements of tf , and £, I for elements of Jf without further mention ; equations are to be interpreted as asserting that both sides have a common domain and equality holds.
a) Injection of If(j(r,rfX):
Let JeZ^Jf,./*) be given, and define 1 on ^ ( 2) n(^X^) by
If fi(m,n)=Q on «/T (2) , then using the identity 9 then since 5 2 (7 = /Z=l, o^Jf (or, more precisely, is a Borel section of \jN x ).
one sees that (I, ft) <E Z( & , Jf , T) . If <r : ^~» T is a Borel function with a\X=\ and (%, ft) = (8i0 , d 2 a)
, and ttEB l (tf 9 Jf*), so that is injected in ^(^,^f 3T).
b) Exactness at /f ( & , ^T , T) . Let (I, #> e Z( ^ , ^, T) and let 2 be the restriction of 1 to ^f, and ft = p. Clearly (^, //) eZ(Jf, «yT, T). Also we have 
T). We may suppose
as required.
c) Exactness at A(je, Jf, T)*. Let (*, /*) eZ(^f, Jf, I)*", and choose
is Borel on ^ (2) fl ( Jf X ./O 9 so that we have
Define 1 on ^( 2) f!(^X^) and p by p, = p and 
[Note: Since the coefficient groups Jf^f vary from point to point along X, this does not follow from [7] ; however, the usual proof of triviality of Z 2 (Jf,.4) using a single generator for Jf generalizes
However, using 2.3.7 of [10] , we have
and since
where we use the identity p(m, kl) =p(m, k) +p(k~lmk, /). Since 1 restricts on (^XJc^f) D ^ ( 2) to ^, the proof is complete. We shall construct {&,m} in several steps. Then we put^e , on (X) = .
Remark 2. 2. It is clear from the proof of exactness at A(J^9 Jf, T) that if ^ = 2tf
Clearly, {3$,m} has the required properties. Thus, we can approach the two problems (a) and (b) of Theorem 3. 1 separately.
Let p be an action of ^ on ^ and let ^ (p) be the set of all those Borel functions (p: (Jf X Jf) fl ^ (2) h->T for which there exist a Borel field {#,J -{6^} of automorphisms on 3$ and a Borel function u -u 9 \ satisfying the following conditions:
2) u(gk)p gk (u(hl^= 9 
Thus ^eZ 1^,^) .
If {^?, 0*, Up] satisfies the above relations (1), (2) (» (r) ) a (r) » (r) *<?r (4, (" Cr') ) « (r 0 ° (r ') *) = *, (» (r) ) « (r) Pr (#* (» (r ') ) « (r 0 » (r 0 *) » (r) * = », (» (rr') ) p(M) « (rr') » (rr') *.
Hence with 01(7-) =0 y (v(-f) )a (7) 0(7-)*, {#, w} realizes p with respect to <?. Thus ^ (/>) is a cocycle conjugacy invariant as a set.
We now turn to the group structure. Suppose that <p and $ are realized by [6, u] Q. E. D.
We are now going to construct an action/? with # (jb) = Z 1 (Jf , «^) .
where .
29)
Therefore, we have solved part (b) of the construction problem. We now turn to the problem (a). Namely, we want an action p of & on 3t such that
u(rri)u(ri) = (jt(n, m)u(mri) 30) •/) (ii ( y wv I i --/ (YI v 1 7/ \ YI\ ( YI *f\ C~~-( W ^ *^ ^ n ^^ '

V r \l^ \f •I' I J ) \ *" > / / w\iLJm \ i L y /y CZT ^ t/K /\ Z? y | | 5? a
Based on the semi-direct product ^ =^f Xj s^? we split the problem into the "j^-part" and the "Jf-part", To put the "^f-part 95 To this end, we check only for u(n) 's, since the other part is a triviality as we have observed above:
Thus, we further compute
Thus we complete the proof. 
4)
where
The proof is a straight forward computation and left to the reader 8 Let £ x =&y\ m H x for each x, and let m x denote the coaction of H x on J* dual to 772, [13] . We set (1), and u(n) as in equation (9) (9), we have, by definition,
Now we may suppose that
Equation (12) replaces Equation 2. 5. 7 of the proof of Lemma 2. 5. 6 of [10] , and the our Lemma follows in exactly the same way as in [10] -the hypothesis that the group be abelian in [10] is not used except to reach equation 2. 5. 6. Q. E. D.
We may now apply the Gohomology Lemma, [ 
Comparing equations (15) and (16) With a as in equation (14) and 0 and £ as in equation (17) Our first application is to the existence of Cartan subalgebras ? in the sense of [7] , which are invariant under the action of a group or groupoid. If a is an action of an orbitally discrete measured groupoid (&,v) on a factor 0* 9 an ^-invariant Cartan subalgebra of & will mean a Borel family {0 X : #e^( 0) } of Clearly the reductions to the case 5=1, and subsequently to the Ili-case, accomplished in observations 1) and 2) at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3. 1 permit the synthesis of a suitable family of Cartan subalgebras for any model action of (^, i/).
In the case of actions of groups, we let (^, v) be the ancillary groupoid with action a on ^; if [@ x : x^& (01 } is invariant under an f® action m of (^,v) cocycle conjugate to a, then \ <Bf x dv(x) is a Cartan subalgebra of L°°(X, v;@*} invariant under an action of G cocycle conjugate to the given one.
Q. E. D 0
This result in turn has applications to the structure of group von Neumann algebras of non-simple discrete amenable groups; the first named author intends to present these elsewhere a Our second application is to the classification of coactions of discrete amenable groups G on semifinite injective von Neumann algebras J(\ for the notion of coaction, we refer the reader to [13] , whose notation we shall use. Note that by [20] , ^XIsG is injective whenever Jl is, so that using Theorems 5. 3 and 5. 5, the invariants of §1 become available to distinguish stable conjugacy and conjugacy classes of coactions of discrete amenable groups as soon as the crossed products ^XlsG are known to be semifinite. But the discreteness of G yields a simple characterization for the semifiniteness of ^XIsG: the semifiniteness of ,/^XidG is equivalent to that of the fixed point algebra Ji 8 a By duality, except for the obvious restrictions, all characteristic invariants as well as modules can occur as invariants of coaction»
The following examples provide us further constructions of coactions. Recall that ^(r)^(j) =co(r, j)"^(rj) ; also, since o> is lifted from G, If K is abelian, the restriction of the dual automorphism group to the centre of ^(/^XbG is realized by the transpose to K of the given action of G on K, so that for #eJt, the groups N X = H X of §1 are given by happen that all isotropy groups except that at the identity character are trivial.
Examples
We turn now to the other extreme, where K is an infinite conjugacy class, or I. C. C. discrete group. In this case 3% (K) is a factor ; the following result, generalizing [1; Theorem 5. 1], guarantees that the dual automorphisms $ r are outer except for the obvious cases i. e. when r itself acts as an inner automorphism of K. so that tu = p(r) for some r<=K, by [18] .
Q. E. D.
We note that even if ^ (-ff) is not a factor, the proof above shows that d(M)=f(M(g)M) with t <= % (K) ® % (K) , when ^f(#) denotes the centre of Si (K) . It also follows that the actions of H on & (K) determined by arbitrary extensions of the form:
have trivial characteristic invariants whenever K is I. G. C,-this does not occur for general discrete groups K as is seen by easy examples.
Returning to the situation of semidirect products A"X1 S G and cocycles ( 
